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December 20th, 2018

By Moon of Alabama

ast Friday President Trump had another long phone call with the Turkish President Erdogan. Therea�er he

overruled all his advisors and decided to remove the U.S. boots from Syria and to also end the air war.

This was the first time Trump took a decisive stand against the borg, the permanent neoconservative and interventionist

establishment in his administration, the military and Congress, that usually dictates U.S. foreign policy.

It was this decision, and that he stuck to it, which finally made him presidential.
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The Real Reason Trump Decided To Pullout of Syria
Trump decided that to prevent Turkey from leaving NATO, and from joining a deeper alliance with Russia, China and Iran, was more important than
to further fool around at the margins of the Middle East.
by Moon of Alabama
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Trump’s National Security Advisor John Bolton, his Secretary of Defense ‘mad dog’ Mattis and his Secretary of State

Pompeo were all against this decision. The specialist working on Syria, the lunatic special representative for Syria

engagement James Je�erey and Brett McGurk, the special presidential envoy for the global coalition to defeat ISIS, were

taken by surprise. They had worked diligently to install a permanent U.S. presence in a Kurdish ruled proxy state in

northeast Syria.

While these people first tried to change Trump’s decision, their resistance has now ceased:

Secretary of Defense James Mattis, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and national security adviser John Bolton

met Monday, when Trump was said to formally decide on a US withdrawal from Syria. Multiple US o�icials

argued against an abrupt US withdrawal, but were said to have given up trying to get Trump to change his

mind by Tuesday night. US o�icials began to notify allies of the decision Tuesday.“The push back from DOD,

State and NSC stopped [Tuesday] night,” said one regional expert who consults with the US administration,

referring to the Department of Defense, the State Department and the National Security Council.

Back in January we already explained why the neoconservative project of a Kurdish proxy state in northeast Syria was

doomed from its start:
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It is the U.S. supported the founding of a Kurdish statelet in northeast Syria which is Ankara’s most serious security

concern. No [Turkish] “safe zone” will help if the U.S. military continues to build and supplies a Kurdish “border force”

that can penetrate Turkey’s southeastern underbelly – now, tomorrow or in ten years. Unless the U.S. stops that project

and retreats from the area Turkey will continue to push against it – if necessary by force.

The Turkish people support the fight against U.S. supported Kurds and are willing to pay the price for it. The

Kurdish YPK leaders are delusional in their demands and overestimate their own political position. The U.S.

can not have both, Turkey as an ally and a Kurdish proxy statelet. It has to decide.

Trump never wanted that project to proceed. He had always wanted to declare victory against ISIS and leave. It was the

borg that tried to prevent this and which push the project along.

But there are bigger geopolitical fish to fry than such meddling in the Middle East. Trump knows that the United States’

‘unilateral moment’ a�er the demise of the Soviet Union, which le� the U.S. was the sole superpower, is over. Russia is

back and China is rising. Trump’s policy to adapt to the decreasing U.S. power is to end the ‘globalization’ that allowed for

China’s rapid rise. He wants to geopolitical split this world into two influence spheres. These will be separate from each

other in the political, economic, technological and military realms.

In this new big game, Syria’s northeast is just a sideshow and not worth a significant involvement. The much larger

Turkey, a U.S. NATO ally for 70 years, is way more important. If Trump had not taken the decision to end the neocon Syria

project and to remove the U.S. from Syria the U.S. would have lost it:

Putting myself into Erdogan’s shoes I would be very tempted to leave NATO and join an alliance with Russia,

China and Iran. Unless the U.S. changes course and stops fooling around with the Kurds, Turkey will continue

to disentangle itself from the old alliance. The Turkish army has so far prevented a break with NATO but even

staunch anti-Erdogan o�icers are now on his side.

If the U.S. makes a real o�er to Turkey and adopts a new position it might be able to turn Turkey around and

to put it back into its NATO fold. Is the Trump White House capable of defying the pro-Israel/pro-Kurdish

voices and move back to that realist view?

If it can not do that the real answer to the question “Who lost Turkey?” will be obvious.

Trump decided that to prevent Turkey from leaving NATO, and from joining a deeper alliance with Russia, China and Iran,

was more important than to further fool around at the margins of the Middle East. It is the right decision.

The Kurdish statelet idea also led to a conflict between the U.S. European Command (EUCOM) and U.S. Central Command

(CentCom). Turkey (and Israel) fall under EUCOM, while the Middle East and West Asia are the realms of CentCom.

Throughout the last year EUCOM had been increasingly noisy about CentCom’s Syria plans:
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Among the critics is General Curtis Scaparrotti, the head of the European Command and the Supreme Allied

Commander in Europe. […] During a trip to Washington in March, Scaparrotti huddled with Mattis to express

his worries over the growing tensions in U.S.-Turkish relations, worries that the European commander has

also expressed in several meetings with General Joseph Votel, his counterpart as head of Centcom.

The concern within EUCOM and NATO was indeed that Turkey would move further towards Russia and in the end, leave

NATO. That is now unlikely to happen. (Since 1991 it was CentCom that played an oversized role in U.S. foreign policy. Sec

Def Mattis is a CentCom animal. It is good to see CentCom and him cut to size.)

But if the hope is that Turkey will end its relations with Russia and Iran the outcome will be disappointing. Turkey

depends on Russian and Iranian gas and as export markets. A�er the attempted coup against him, Erdogan does not trust

the U.S. side. Moreover, the position that gives him the most flexibility and leverage is between the two ‘blocks’, both of

which will continue to court him. He will continue to vacillate between them to get the most from both sides.

The neoconservative elements in the administration and their Zionist backers have lost out. As Craig Murray describes

their aims:

The chaos of this incoherent and counterproductive strategy is, peculiarly enough, what the neocons actually

want. Perpetual war and destabilisation in the Middle East is their goal. … Today, by keeping Arab

populations poor and politically divided, the neo-cons believe that they enhance the security of Israel, and

they certainly do facilitate the access of western companies to the oil and gas of the region, as we see in

destabilised Iraq and Libya.

The neoconservative and interventionist borg blew it when it tried to use the temporary U.S. position in Syria against ISIS

to goad Trump into a conflict with Iran:

Some current and former US o�icials faulted what they saw as overreach by administration Iran hawks, in

particular US Syria envoy Jim Je�rey and his lieutenant, Joel Rayburn, the deputy assistant secretary of state

for the Levant, who have argued publicly that US forces would not leave Syria until all Iranian forces had

le�.“The people who work for [Trump] — Bolton, Rayburn, now Je�rey — make it worse by adding impossible

objectives on Syria [involving Iran] that suggest an indefinite stay,” said the US o�icial who called Trump’s

decision catastrophic. The o�icial said these arguments have “no connection to realistic objectives for our

military” and go “way beyond” the goal of defeating IS and preventing its re-emergence.

But the Iranian presence in Syria is so small and the U.S. position so weak, that this was always a stupid idea:

John Allen Gay, an Iran expert and executive director of the John Quincy Adams Society, [..] argues that

Trump’s decision confirms what everyone has quietly admitted for at least the past year: that keeping U.S.

forces in Syria to counter ISIS was starting to look like a way for administration interventionists to argue that

we should take on Iran.“Keeping the troops there post-ISIS was in part natural mission creep, but it was also a

stalking horse for hawks in the administration who want to take on Iran,” he told TAC.

“Yet dangling a few thousand guys in between Turkish forces on one side and Iranians, Russians, and Syrians

on the other was never going to be decisive on Iran’s regional role, and it came with real risks and no

endgame,” Gay added. “I just don’t think there’s any appetite in the American public for a big fight with Iran

anywhere, let alone over Eastern Syria.”
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The U.S. State Department is already moving its people out of Syria. The 4,000 to 5,000 U.S. military and contractors were

given 60 to 100 days (other sources say 30 days but that is a bit too hasty) to pack up and leave.

They will coordinate with Russia for a handover. There will be Russian advisors that will replace the U.S. Green Berets who

command the Kurdish and Arab tribal forces against ISIS. Russia will also try to convince Turkey that there is no further

need to invade Syria’s east. It will promise to disarm the Kurdish forces or to integrate them into the Syrian army. Its air

force will replace the U.S. and others who currently bomb the 2,000 or so Islamic State fighters le� in their holdout along

the Euphrates.

The Kurds in Syria will have to make nice with Damascus. They have nowhere else to go. Their dream of an autonomous

Rojava will turn out to be just that. Syria can only survive as a centrally controlled state. It will never be federalized. The

local Arab tribes in the northeast will probably seek some revenge against the uppity Kurdish leadership that used the

U.S. backing to dra� their sons into the fight against ISIS. The YPK leadership will likely flee into north Iraq to hide out

with their PKK brethren in the Quandil mountains.

The Syrian army, which plans to dislodge al-Qaeda from Idleb governorate during the next spring, will now have to move

a number of forces towards the northeast. Isolating the Islamic State at the Euphrates near the Iraqi border and

eventually eliminating it, will be the new priority. Iraqi militia will probably help with that. Recovering the oil and gas

fields and other economic assets will be another important issue.

Much will depend on how Russia and Iran will be able to handle Turkey. With the U.S. out and the danger of a Kurdish

entity in Syria decreasing, they may well be able to convince Erdogan to stop his invasion plans.

It is quite refreshing to see that Trump was finally able to liberate himself from the dictate of the borg. By moving the U.S.

out of Syria he fulfilled one of his election promises.

The people who voted for Trump will welcome the move. One hopes that he can expand on it by further decreasing the

influence of Saudi Arabia and Israel on his policies.

During his campaign, Trump also argued for better relations with Russia. But the borg pushed his policies toward the

opposite stand. Removing the U.S. from Syria is eliminating one issue were Russia and the U.S. were on opposing sides.

Could Trump use his newly found backbone to defeat the borg again and to finally work towards better relations with

Russia?

That currently sounds unlikely. But Friday’s decision was a big suprize. Stay tuned for other ones.

Top Photo | President Donald Trump, le�, talks with Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, right, as they arrive

together for a family photo at a summit of heads of state and government at NATO headquarters in Brussels on July 11,
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2018. Pablo Martinez Monsivais | AP

Source | Moon of Alabama

The views expressed in this article are the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect MintPress News editorial policy.
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What Will Happen If France’s Yellow Vest Protesters Win?
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of millions, or hundreds of millions will be ‘taxed’. And they will not be living in France, or in the European Union, or even
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December 20th, 2018

By Andre Vltchek @AndreVltchek

hat if protesters in Paris win, and the French government gives in to all their demands? What if taxes are

reduced, wages increased, President Macron steps down?

I am not talking only about the fuel tax; attempts to impose it have been already abandoned. I am not talking about an

increase of the minimum wage – the government already agreed to rise it by 100 euro per month.
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What I am talking about are real, fundamental changes which many protesters seem to be desiring: substantial tax

reduction for the majority of French citizens, generous increase in wages and enhancement of social benefits for all.

So, if the Yellow Vests manage to win all this, then what will happen? Who would benefit? But also, who would lose?

One of my readers recently wrote to me that France should reduce its military budget and from those billions of euro

saved, could easily finance the demands of the protesters.

Another reader wrote that the richest citizens of France (or call them ‘elites’) should be taxed heavily, and the money

saved in this way could be then distributed among the poor and the lower middle class.

Sounds ‘reasonable’? Yes, definitely; reasonable and logical. The only tiny defect is: we all know that it will never happen

this way.

President Macron was elevated to the throne by precisely those so-called elites. In return, those rich folks expect their

privileges to be guaranteed, even swollen.

And to imagine that a NATO member country (in this case France) would suddenly slash its military budget and from what

is saved, start to finance various new social programs for the poor and the middle class, is unrealistic, even childish.

So where will the funds come from, if the French government decides to do something truly ‘radical’; radical at least by

the standards of our era of turbo-capitalism: to listen to its own people?

Let me stop beating about the bush and ask my question brutally and concretely: “What if all demands of the Yellow Vests

get satisfied; who will pay the bill?”

To put all this into a context: I write this essay in Hanoi, capital of socialist Vietnam.

Some time ago, I used to live in this city. I spent almost three years here when it was still poor, and people remembered

the war, some even the French colonialism.

Right a�er I arrived, what shocked me the most was that while the Vietnamese people seemed to ‘forgive’ the USA, they

had never forgiven the French colonialists.

“Why?” I asked my friends. “How is it possible? Wasn’t the US bombing and killing campaign during the ‘American War’

(which is known in the West as ‘Vietnam War’) terribly brutal, with millions of Vietnamese, Cambodians and Laotians

losing their lives?”

“Of course, it was”, I was readily explained. “But we fought and, despite the terrible losses and hardship, we defeated

Americans in a relatively short time. And anyway, it was not only them; members of the coalition also consisted of

countries like South Korea, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Thailand, and of course, France.”

And the story continued:

The French were occupying and tormenting us for much longer. They also had been humiliating our people,

continuously. They enslaved up, tortured us, took our women, they raped them, and they had stolen all that

we had.”

“
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Near where I used to live, was a notorious “Central Jail”, equipped with guillotines, torture chambers, solitary

confinement cells. Now, on exhibit there, are monstrous instruments used by the French colonizers, to torture and rape

captured Vietnamese patriot women: beer bottles, electric wires, walking canes.

Whatever the colonized Indochina had, was stolen: taken to France, in order to finance construction of grandiose theatres,

railroads, metro, parks, and universities. And yes, to subsidize formation of that famous French social system which, as

the Yellow Vests are now correctly saying, is being dismantled by the French ‘elites’ and by the political system which they

are fully controlling.

Vietnamese people fought bravely against the French, finally defeating them during an iconic battle at Dien Bien Phu. But

the victorious Vietnamese Communist forces inherited ransacked, divided land, stripped of its resources and even of its

artwork (several French intellectuals, including famous writer and later Minister of Culture in de Gaulle’s government,

Andre Malraux, confessed to stealing art objects from ‘Indochina’, when he lived there as a young man).

Needless to say, that until now, French companies are brutally pillaging many parts of Southeast Asia, through mining

and other neo-colonialist projects, as they do in various areas of Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America.

Now ask in Hanoi, ask in Phnom Penh or Vientiane, whether people of ‘Indochina’ (what an insulting and bizarre name

was given to this part of the world by the French, during the colonial era!) are supporting Yellow Vests in Paris? Ask

whether they think that if they win concessions in Paris, it would improve life in Asia.

Are you guessing what the answer would be?

I don’t say that the demands of the people who are fighting in the streets of Paris are wrong. They are not. They are

absolutely legitimate.

French elites are brutal, selfish, even perverse. The present French government is simply serving them, as the US

presidents are all serving huge corporations, including those deadly military conglomerates. ‘They should go’, they should

disappear, give way to what is a logical human evolutionary pattern: a socialist, egalitarian society.

But they are not ready to go. On the contrary. They are robbing, for centuries, the entire planet, and now they went so far

as to plundering their own people (who were used to sharing the booty).

French citizens are not used to being plundered. For centuries they lived well, and for several last decades, they were

living ‘extremely well’. They were enjoying some of the most generous benefits anywhere in the world.

Who paid for it? Did it matter? Was it ever important to those in Paris, in other big cities, or in the countryside? Were the

French farmers wondering how come they were getting generous subsidies when they were producing excessive amounts

of food and wine, but also when they were asked by the government not to produce much of anything? Did they o�en

travel to Senegal, or elsewhere in West Africa, to investigate how these subsidies thoroughly destroyed the agriculture

sector in several former French colonies? Did they care that lives of millions there were totally ruined? Or that as far as

Indonesia or Brazil, French corporations have been, aggressively, taking over food and beverage production, as well as

food distribution, and that as a result, food prices in many poor countries skyrocketed to double or triple of what they are

in Paris, while the local incomes remain, in some cases, only 10% of those in France?

And the food is only one example. But this essay was supposed to be about something slightly di�erent: about the Yellow

Vests, and what will happen if all of their demands would be met.
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If we agree that the regime that is governing in France, entire West, and in many of its colonies and neo-colonies, is truly

monstrous, perverse and brutal, we have to come to a logical conclusion that it is not going to pay the bill for better

medical care, education, as well as lower taxes and higher wages of the ordinary French citizens.

If the demands of the protesters are met, there will be someone else who will be forced to cover the bill. Most likely tens

of millions, or hundreds of millions will be ‘taxed’. And they will not be living in France, or in the European Union, or even

anywhere near.

Are protesters of Mouvement des gilets jaunes, thinking about this? Does it matter to them at least a little bit?

It did not in the past, either. Perhaps when few people like Jean-Paul Sartre were still alive, these questions were

periodically asked. But not lately; not now. Not during this rebellion on Champs-Élysées.

Do people in France question how many millions would have to die in order to improve the quality of life in the French

cities and in provinces?

Or perhaps, to ‘compensate’, to cover social spending, some country would ‘have to be’ invaded? Would it be Iran? Or

maybe Venezuela?

The New York Times, in one of its articles about the French provinces, mentioned that people were complaining they

cannot a�ord to even take their wives to a restaurant for dinner, anymore. That is truly serious, but would it justify a battle

for Iran or Venezuela and their consequent plunder, or would it excuse massacre of further few hundreds of thousands of

West Papuans?

I would suggest something that would help to convince the true internationalists, as well as people all over the pillaged

world, that the Mouvement des gilets jaunes is not just selfishly fighting for the benefits that would improve lives of the

French citizens, at the expense of many others all over the world:

They should indicate that they understand; that they are not indi�erent to others. Say clearly that they are against

capitalism and imperialism, against colonialism and plundering of the people and their resources in absolutely all parts of

our Planet!

Say that they are for freedom, equality, and fraternity of all human beings, not just French!

Say that this is a true revolution, true battle for improving the world, not just for more money, lower taxes, and better

benefits exclusively for people who are living in France!

Say that they would never accept any benefits or extra money if they come from robbing poor and colonized nations of all

that have le�.

If they do say all this, and if they demonstrate that they truly mean it, I will have to shout Vive la Révolution! and join them

– the protesters – wholeheartedly.

But until they do, until I am convinced that their victory would not harm others, millions of others, I’ll continue to be

much more concerned about people of Vietnam and Papua, about Iran, Africa, Syria or the entire Middle East, than about

whether someone individual in rural France can a�ord to take his wife for dinner to a restaurant.

Top Photo | A yellow vest protester walks past a burning barricade near the Arc de Triomphe on the Champs-Elysees

avenue during a demonstration, Dec.1, 2018 in Paris. Kamil Zihnioglu | AP
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Andre Vltchek is philosopher, novelist, filmmaker and investigative journalist. He’s a creator of Vltchek’s World in Word

and Images, a writer of revolutionary novel Aurora and several other books. His latest books: are Revolutionary Optimism,

Western Nihilism, and The Great October Socialist Revolution. 
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